School of the Arcane

D

espite what many believe, not all wizards
specialize. In a world of transmuters and
enchanters, evokers and conjurers, some
wizards simply live to master wizardry itself in
its purest form. They study the forms of arcane
notation to better their understanding of spell
formulas; they study the basics to the point of
insanity, mastering each and every part of the spellcasting
process. These wizards, called mages or magi by some, make
for perfect advisors to kings and tyrants alike - their mastery
of magic allows them to respond to any and all threats that
may arise.

Well-Rounded

At 2nd level, you learn one 1st level wizard spell of your
choice. Each time you gain access to a new level of spell slot,
you learn one additional wizard spell of that level.
Additionally, you gain proficiency in the Arcana skill. If you
are already proficient in the skill, you add double your
proficiency bonus to checks you make with it.

Spell Expertise

Also at 2nd level, you begin to build up a mastery of your
magical talents. Once per long rest, you can cast a single
spell you know that you don't have prepared. This spell must
be of 6th level or lower, and you expend a spell slot as normal.
You gain an additional use of this feature at 6th, 10th, and
14th levels.

Illusion. The next attack against you within 1 minute has
disadvantage. You can use your Intelligence modifier in place
of Dexterity for any Stealth checks during this time.
Necromancy. The next creature that attacks you within 1
minute takes necrotic damage equal to your your proficiency
modifier + your Intelligence modifier, and you regain hit
points equal to the damage dealt.
Transmutation. Until the end of your next turn, you gain
resistance to acid, cold, fire, lightning, or thunder damage, or
you increase your AC by 2.

Variety Casting

At 10th level, your magic flows easiest when you don't limit
yourself. If you cast a spell or cantrip of a school that you
haven't used in your last two turns, your spell attack bonus
and spell save DC increase by 1.

Greater Spell Expertise

Starting at 14th level, your mastery of magic has reached its
peak. You now add your proficiency modifier to the number of
spells you can prepare. Furthermore, you can cast wizard
spells that you do not know with your Spell Expertise feature,
spending two uses of the feature to do so. The spell must be
on the wizard spell list and can't be above 4th level.

Filaments of Magic

Beginning at 6th level, your mastery of different forms of
magic has allowed you to spin off filaments of magic from
each of your spells. Whenever you cast a spell with an action,
you can use your bonus action to spin off a bit of magic to aid
you. This benefit differs based on the school of the spell. You
may only have up to three of these effects active at once.
Abjuration. You gain temporary hit points equal to the
level of the spell slot expended. These add on to any
temporary hit points you already have, up to a maximum of
20.
Conjuration. A shard of arcane power follows you for 1
minute. Whenever you attack a creature with a cantrip, the
shard makes an attack roll with your spell attack bonus
against the creature, dealing force damage equal to your
Intelligence modifier on a hit.
Divination. Choose one Intelligence or Wisdom skill you
are proficient in. You add twice your proficiency bonus to any
checks you make with the chosen skill for 1 minute. Further
divination spell casts can either switch the skill or extend the
duration, to a maximum of 10 minutes.
Enchantment. Any creature that tries to attack you in the
next minute must make a Wisdom saving throw or miss their
attack. On a success or failure, that creature is unaffected by
this again for 24 hours.
Evocation. Every time you cast a damaging spell within the
next minute (including the spell that triggered this effect) you
can switch the damage type of the spell between any of the
following: acid, cold, fire, lightning, or thunder damage.
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